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11D 10N ISTANBUL, BURSA, SPANCA & EDIRNE TOUR DETAILS  

DAY 01: Arrival and Overnight in Istanbul  

Arrive in Istanbul 

Welcoming from Plane by Tav price class service , easily you can finalize custom process  

Transfer to your hotel with your VIP car and rest in your room  

Welcome dinner will be arrange at the Kandilli Borsa if it is summer, Nicole restaurant if it is 
winter time . 

At the end of the dinner transfer to your hotel back . 

Overnight stay in Istanbul (Included meals: Dinner) 
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DAY 02 : Byzantium and Ottoman Traces Full Day Tour and Overnight in Istanbul  

Breakfast at the hotel 

 Pick up from hotel around 09:00 pm and you have full day city tour. 

Places you will visit are; 

Hagia Sophia  
An amazing architectural sample of Byzantium Era that was built in 537! A former Christian 
church and one of the most precious gem of the World Heritage. In 1453 during the conquest of 
Istanbul by Fatih Sultan Mehmed, converted into a mosque. Mustafa Kemal Ataturk converted it 
into a museum in 1935. Hagia Sophia also called as “the eighth wonder of the world”... 
  
Blue Mosque  
This imposingly beautiful mosque took its name because of its amazing blue tiled interior! It was 
built between 1609-1616 for Sultan Ahmet, and it is one of the two mosques in Turkey with six 
minarets! Besides of being a tourist attraction, it is also an active mosque which closes its door 
five times a day 
  
Hippodrome of Constantinople  
The Hippodrome of Constantinople was a public entertainment space intended for horse and 
chariot racings while gaining at the same time institutional and political dimensions. Its capacity 
was estimated to reach 100,000 viewers, while the total length was about 450 meters! Currently 
an elongated public garden, with many remains of the Hippodrome to remind us its greatness… 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cafer Aga Medresseh  
Built in 1560 as a school, designed by Sinan on the orders of Cafer Ağa right next to Hagia 
Sophia. Nowadays hosts a cultural organisation for teaching and promoting traditional Turkish 
handicraft! Provides over 12 handicraft courses such as the popular art of marbling, painting, 
jewelery, porcelain, calligraphy, Ottoman language, ceramic and stained glass 
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Topkapi Imperial Palace  
A wonderful palace that was the home for the Ottoman Sultans for over 400 years. It is a 
complex of small colorful buildings where most of the important decisions about the Ottoman 
Empire were taken! A place that also housed many unbelievable stories and intriguesi mostly 
between the wifes of the Sultans. Consists of four main courtyards and the Harem. It was 
converted into a museum in 1924 and declared as a World Heritage by UNESCO in 1985. 
(Harem Section is not included in the program because it requires extra time and fees. Inform 
your guide if you want to spend more time there on your own) 
  
Grand Bazaar  
A huge undercovered bazaar and one of the most famous all over the world! It consists from 61 
streets, over 4000 small shops, restaurants, traditional Turkish coffee shops, two mosques, four 
fountains and two hamams. A true labyrinth! You can find beautiful Turkish carpets, glazed tiles 
and pottery, copper and brassware, apparels made of leather, hand-painted ceramics, 
embroideries, fresh spices and herbs, glittering jewellery and all sorts of other thing 
  
*At the end of your tour we will make your drop off to your hotel back . 
 
*Free evening to explore Istanbul by yourself  

Overnight in Istanbul (Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch)  
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DAY 03 : Princess Island Tour  and Overnight in Istanbul  

Breakfast at the hotel  

Pick up at 09:00 am and you have princess island tour ; actually we can arrange that also by 
private yacht but it might be nice to get public boat so we will arrange like this but if you want 
privacy let us know we can also offer private yacht. 
  
All of the islands are famous for their mild climate, lush vegetation and ornate Ottoman houses.  
Cars are strictly prohibited, that’s why transportation can only be provided by horse-drawn 
carriages which are known as phaetons and bikes. But this restriction is that makes the islands 
even more unique! 
  
Our destination is Buyukada (Pringipos in Greek), which is the largest of the isles. A 1,5 hour 
journey until you get there, through beautiful landscapes! The moment we arrive on the last 
island, horse-drawn carriages will be waiting for us at the park so we can start an enjoyable ride 
through the pine trees and the narrow roads. You can even ask for some spare time to visit Aya 
Yorgi -a monastery on the top of the hill- which is an impressive place. 
  
Of course you will have free time for wandering around the island. Don’t miss the famous water 
pipe/hookah, which is the Turkish nargile while drinking a very tasteful Turkish coffee… 
  
At the end of the tour transfer to your hotel back. 
 
Tonight your expert guide will show you a bit of local night life, first you will going Kadikoy or 
besiktas fish market and get dinner at the local fish restaurant and after that if you prefer you 
can hang out at the local pub or bar and enjoy with the music. 
 
Overnight in Istanbul(Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch & Dinner)   
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DAY 04 :Asian side & Dolmabahce Full Day Tour and Overnight in Istanbul  

Breakfast at the hotel 

Pick up from hotel around 09:00 and you have full day city tour. 

Places you will visit are; 

 

Spice Market 
This market is the most famous covered bazaar after Grand bazaar, which is also known as 
Egyptian market. Built in 1664, hosts 85 small shops, where you can find Turkish delights and 
other sweets, jewellery, souvenirs, herbs, big variaty of spices, dried fruits and nuts, fresh tea, 
scarves, lanterns and Nargile 
  
Bosphorus Bridge 
Cross the bridge which connects Europe and Asia while enjoying the breathtaking view of 
Bosphorus. It was the first bridge that connected the two continents for the first time in the 
history… 
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Camlica Hill 
The highest point of Istanbul that provides an absolutely magnificent view of the entire city.  
The most amazing hilltop park... 
 
Kuzguncuk  
This tiny small district is famous with its own nostalgic looking , you may think that you are living 
in 1970’s as still a lot of Turkish drama is shooting here as area still looks very typical 60-70’s 
Istanbul looking.  
 
You will get your lunch here and at the end tea and small desert under the famous Plane Tree. 

 
Dolmabahce Palace 
Until 1922 and during the Ottoman Empire, it was the residence for the Sultans after Topkapi 
Palace. A stunning place which is extensively decorated with gold and crystal while the design 
contains elements of the Baroque, Rococo and Neoclassical styles. The main palace is consisted 
of three parts: the Imperial Mabeyn (State Apartments), Muayede Salon (Ceremonial Hall) and 
the Imperial Harem 
  
*At the end of your tour we will make your drop off to your hotel back . 
 
*Free evening to explore Istanbul by yourself 

Overnight in Istanbul (Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch)  
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DAY 05 : Bosphorus cruise & Turkish bath  & Overnight in Istanbul 

*Breakfast at the Hotel  

*Pick you at 10:30 am and you have Luxury Yacht tour at the Bosphorus for 2 hours  

Bosphorus is one of the most amazing beauty in the world, you will enjoy at the nice breeze 
while drink your champagne and getting information from your guide  

At the end of the tour we will arrange very typical Turkish Thing; Turkish bath with scrubing and 
massage at the one of the oldest Turkish Bath in Istanbul. 

After bath we are pretty sure that you want to return hotel and nap a bit as you will feel your 
self . 

Today we will provide dinner at the Nisantasi Hunkar restaurant to taste ottoman and Turkish 
cusine. 

Overnight in Istanbul  (Included meals: Breakfast & Dinner ) 

 

DAY 06 : Bursa tour and Overnight inBursa  

Breakfast at the hotel 

Pick up from hotel around 08:00 - 08:30 and you have Bursa tour and your return may be 
around 10 pm depends on traffic, 
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Bursa is also famous for the textiles, peaches, chestnuts, silk and many other kind of industries. 
Moreover, the rich merchants of Silk Road contributed to its wealthness. Another well-known 
seesight, is the mountain Uludag which rise behind the city! 

Relax few hours at a thermal spa bath or go for shopping to the silk filled bazaars! 

It served as the first capital city of the Ottoman Empire, from 1326, when it was conquered from 
the Byzantines, until 1365 where the capital moved to Edirne, because at that time, the Sultans 
started to turn their attention to Europe.  

Most of the historic sights of the city date back to this early period of the Ottomans. The famous 
Ulu and Green Mosque, reflects the style of Great Seljuk State! 

At the end of the tour we will have overnight at the Bursa.  

Dinner at the Selcuk restaurant , you should definitely taste their food with raki not wine … 

Overnight in Bursa (Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch & Dinner) 

 

DAY 07: Bursa Village visit and try Iznik tile workshop  

Breakfast at the Hotel  

Check out and our first stop is Cumalikızık village; One of the most priceless civil masterpieces 
of countryside, Cumalıkızık was built as a foundation village in piedmont of Uludag, Bursa during 
the reign of Ottoman Sultan Orhan Gazi (1326-1360). Absolutely, that splendid structure which 
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includes total 270 homes (60 of them are still livable today), reflects Ottoman Style and it has 
protected its historical tissue since in the past. 

After Cumalikızık Village drive to Iznik where famous with it is precious tiles. The town became a 
major center with the creation of a local faïence pottery-making industry during the Ottoman 
period in the 16th century, known as the İznik Çini. Iznik ceramic tiles were used to decorate 
many of the mosques in Istanbul designed by Mimar Sinan. 

We will get Lunch around the Izmik lake and then visit Izmik center. 

At the end of the day drive to Sapanca  

Overnight at the Gural sapanca center. (Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch & Dinner)  

 

DAY 08: Sapanca Tour & Transfer to Istanbul  

Breakfast at the hotel 

Check out The journey starts in going to the zoo (in summer time only) then head to sapanca 
lake where relaxing where you can use boats. 

Then head to the area NATURKOY), where lunch will be near the waterfalls where the pure 
enjoyment of the scenery away from the atmosphere of cities air and inhaled. 

After enjoying food meal get through depth in to Masukiye City.  

At the end of the day return to Istanbul  
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Free evening  

Overnight in ıstanbul (Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch & Dinner)  

 

DAY 09 : Daily Edirne Tour  and Overnight in Istanbul  

Breakfast at the hotel 

Pick up from hotel around 08:00 - 08:30 and you have Edirne tour and your return may be 
around 08 pm depends on traffic, 

Places you will gone visit ; 

Eski Mosque (Old Mosque) 

Eski Mosque (Old Mosque) was built of cut stone and brick (1402-14) with a fine white marble 
portal and decorative calligraphy on the interior walls and pillars. 
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Uc Serefeli Mosque 

The name of the mosque is derived from the three balconies on the southeast minaret. Each 
balcony is reached by a separate stairway. The decorative tile designs on the minarets are all 
different. The minarets were the most important development in the structure of the mosque in 
the fifteenth century. 

Selimiye Mosque 

Edirne's crowning glory, the Selimiye Mosque, was built for Selim II, (1566-74) by Sinan who was 
the architect of the Abode of Felicity for 50 years. It was the masterpiece of Sinan's final years. 
The symmetrical design strongly emphasized by the four minarets and the soaring rise of the 
central dome. 

Lunch 

Semiz Ali Pasa Arasta (Bazaar) 

This is also the work of Sinan. Completed in 1589, it is a long tunnel-like building with shops on 
both sides. Here you may buy one of Edirne's specialties: soap shaped like fruit or vegetables. 
You will also see the Meric bridge (New Bridge) which was constructed at the junction of Meric 
and Arda rivers between 1842 - 1847. 

Kule Kapisi (12 C Tower Gate) 

The Tower Gate is all that remains of the tower which once protected the principal gate of the 
citadel. It was rebuilt by the Byzantine emperor John Comnenus II (1118-43) as part of his repair 
of the Hadrianic defensive system. 

Beyazit Madrasa 

Beyazit Madrasa is the largest in Edirne, the complex had a mosque and an hospital which was 
famous for the skill of its surgeons. In the octagonal, domed timarhane, the insane were treated 
by musical therapy. 

At the end of the tour we will make your transfer to your hotel back 

Overnight in Istanbul  
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DAY 10 : Islamic tour ,whirling Dervish Show and Overnight in Istanbul  

*Breakfast at the Hotel 

*09 am pick up for Mosques - Sahabe Tombs - Cemeteries - Religious places visit In Istanbul. 
 
The Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum  

It  is a museum located in Sultanahmet Square in Fatih district of Istanbul, Turkey. Constructed 
in 1524, the building was formerly the palace of Pargalı Ibrahim Pasha, who was the second 
grand vizier to Suleiman the Magnificent, and husband of the Sultan's sister, Hatice Sultan. The 
collection includes notable examples of Islamic calligraphy, tiles, and rugs as well as 
ethnographic displays on various cultures in Turkey, particularly nomad groups. 

 Underground Mosque: The Islamic army which attempted to conquere Constantinople in 714 
stayed here for 7 years and interred their dead here. When the army returned to Damascus left 
important items belonging to the soldiers in this vault and closed off the area with lead. By that 
reason the area also known as Mosque of the leaden vault. (Kursunlu Camii). Tombs of Amr Bin 
As, Sufyan Bin Uyeyne can be visited here. 
 
Ayyub – Al Ansari Mosque: Today Muslims from all over world pay visit to this holy place. Our 
tour begins with a visit to the Mosque of Ayyub al Ansari - the standard bearer of Prophet 
Muhammed – and continues to the Mausoleum of Sokullu Mehmet Paşa, a Grand Vizier of Selim 
II-of Bosnian origin, the Mosque of Zal Mahmut Paşa-the son in law of Sultan Selim II., the 
Mausoleum of Sultan Reşat, the Tekke (Convent) of the Kalenderi Sect. Tombs of Eyup El Ensari 
and Ebu Derdag will be visited. 
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Toklu Dede Mosque: Was originally a Byzantine Eastern Orthodox church of unknown 
dedication. It was almost completely destroyed in 1929. After conquering of Istanbul, the church 
was converted into a small mosque (Mescid) by Toklu Ibrahim Dede, a former soldier of 
Mehmed the Conqueror, who was the custodian of the nearby türbe of Ebû Șeybet ül Hudrî, like 
the more famous Abu Ayyub al-Ansari Both died during the first Arab siege of Constantinople 
and were buried outside the wall of Heraclius. The türbe of Ebû Șeybet ül Hudrî is now placed in 
the citadel between the Wall of Heraclius and that of Leo the Armenian. Tombs of Hz. Ka'b, Hz. 
Ebu Seybetul Hudri, Hz. Hamidullah El Ensari, Hz. Ahmad El Ensari, Hz. Muhammed-Ul Ensari, 
Tomb of Cabir, and Ebu Zer will be visited. 
 
Chora Mosque: Was a former Byzantine church, later Ottoman mosque, and current museum in 
the Edirnekapı neighborhood of Istanbul. Place is considered is to be one of the most beautiful 
surviving examples of a Byzantine church. In the 16th century, during the Ottoman era, the 
church was converted into a mosque and, finally, it became a museum in 1948. The interior of 
the building is covered with fine mosaics and frescoes. Tombs of Hz. Hafir, Hz. Abdullah El-Hudri, 
Hz. Su'be, and Hz. Hafir will be visited.  

At the end of the tour transfer to your hotel 

We will make your pick up at 18:30 to transfer Hodjapasha Culturel center for Whirling dervish 
show  

After show you will get dnner at the Beyti restaunt at the yesilkoy  

Overnight in Istanbul (Included meals: Breakfast & Lunch& dinner  ) 
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DAY 11// Free day in Istanbul & Transfer to Airport  

*Breakfast at the Hotel  

*Our driver will wait for you if you may need to go out side for shopping he will be with 
you how long you need. 

*Check out from hotel depends on your flight timing and transfer to airport depends on 
your flight timing (Included meals: Breakfast  ) 

QUOTATION INCLUDES: 

 Arrival and departure Airport transfers and any other transfers as per the 
itinerary. 

 10 nights bed & breakfast accommodation in Istanbul (single or double or triple 
occupancy depends on request) in Region’s best hotel 

 Tile workshop 
 Pak entrance fees 
 4 Full day Istanbul City Tours+1 FD Edirne+2 FD Bursa +1 FD sapaca  
 English speaking tour guide during your trip   
 Entrance fees at the museums during your tours  
 % 18 Local taxes & service fee 
 24/7 assistance of our office in Istanbul 
 Dinners & Lunches mention at the Program  
 Air conditioned non smoking vehicle during your all transfer and tour services 

NOT INCLUDED 

 International and local flights 
 Airport departure taxes  
 Services on day at leisure. 
 Visa fees  
 Beverages  
 Travel and medical insurances 
 Porterage, tips and gratuities to local waiting staff and driver guides. 
 Excursions not detailed in below program. 
 All Items of personal nature e.g. laundry, phone charges etc. 
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*THE ABOVE ITINERARY IS ONLY A SAMPLE THE ABOVE ITINERARY IS ONLY A 
SAMPLE.ANYTHING CAN BE ANYTHING CAN BE MODIFIED TO FIT YOUR WISHES. 
** WE CAN ARRANGE ABOVE PACKAGE ALL YEAR LONG  
*** PRICE IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST AND VARIES BY THE NUMBER OF TRAVELERS 
AND TIME OF YEAR. 

 

 

 


